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THE AIR-GAP INDUCTION IN CONTINUOUS-
CURRENT DYNAMOS.

By C. C. HAWKINS, M.A., Member, and R. WIGHTMAN,

Associate.

Although the principles which govern the distribution
of the magnetic induction in the air-gaps of the continuous-
current dynamo are well known, yet there are certain
points in the predetermination of the complete curve of
induction under and beyond the pole-faces, which merit
detailed consideration. The subject is of especial import-
ance in connection with the question of commutation,
since upon the predetermination of the fringe of lines
which form the reversing field between the pole-edges
must largely depend our forecast as to whether a particular
machine will be free from sparking or otherwise.

I.

Since the actual field in the air-gaps of the dynamo is
the resultant of the weakened symmetrical field (due to
the magnet winding, as weakened by the back ampere-
turns of the armature) and the cross field, the first step
towards determining the distribution of the lines right
round the armature must be to map out the weakened
symmetrical field, and upon this the distorting effect of
the cross ampere-turns must afterwards be superimposed.
When, however, we come to the interpolar region, the
problem must even at this early stage be simplified by
limiting ourselves to one more or less general case out of
the great variety of forms which it may take. The dis-
tribution of the lines between the pole-edges is affected
by the configuration of the magnetic circuit in general,
and by the shape of the pole-tips in particular; it further
depends on the position and number of the exciting coils
per magnetic circuit. E.g., in a two-pole iron-clad dynamo
having the yoke passing close on either side of the armature
and excited by a single coil, the interpolar field will be
very different from that of the same armature and pole-
pieces with two exciting coils symmetrically placed and the
yoke so far away that leakage into it from the armature
may be neglected. Again, even in the ordinary over-type
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single horseshoe, the interpolar field at the upper surface
of the armature will be different from that at the lower
surface. Some general case which will give results more
or less accurate when applied to particular machines must
be assumed, and in the expression " weakened symmetrical
field " used above it is implied that the field-magnet system
is perfectly symmetrical with regard to the armature, as, for
instance, in a two-pole machine when the total excitation is
divided between two equal coils placed above and below
or one on each side of the armature. It is further assumed
that the yoke is so far from the armature that its effect
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need not be considered (Fig. i). Within the bore of the
pole-pieces the lines in the interferric gap may be taken as
radial and as uniform in density over some 85 per cent, of
the polar arc.1 For about 7J per cent, of the arc at each
end of a pole-face the lines begin to curve outwards and
their density diminishes. Beyond the pole-tip their path
becomes more and more curved, and as a preliminary
approximation it may be assumed that for all lines lying

1 Thus in the curves reproduced in Science Abstracts, vol. i., part 9, while
the pole-face extends over 1350, the density is practically uniform over some
no0 ; and in Dr. Hopkinson's curves {Dynamo Machinery, pp. 142 ff.) the
straight-line portion which marks the limits of uniform density in the
symmetrical field extends over about ioo° out of a total polar angle of 1120.
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FIG. 2.

between a pole-tip and the symmetrical diameter their path
in the air may be divided into two portions—(i) a curved
portion, the length of which is a constant multiple of the
peripheral distance measured on the armature core from
the line joining pole-tip and armature centre to the point
at which the induction is to be estimated; and (2) the
normal length of the single air-gap, lg. Thus, in Fig. 1,
let c = the distance in cm. measured on the periphery of

the armature core from the vertical
line of symmetry V S up to the
radius drawn to the pole-tip. . Let
x = the distance in cm. between the
point A at which the induction is
being estimated and the line of
symmetry. Then the path of the
lines entering the armature at point
A has a length £ (c - x) + lg, where
£ is the constant multiplier of

which the value must be estimated from the drawing,
£ (c - .r) being the curved portion, and lg the straight
radial portion which must be added to £ (c — x).1 The value
of £ depends entirely upon the shape of the pole-tips, and
must be estimated by drawing arcs of circles having for their
radii the distance from the pole-tip to the end of the straight
radial portion of the paths. Figs. 2 and 3 will serve to
show the method2 and the latitude with which . any

fixed rule must be interpreted in
order to suit any particular shape.
If the pole-tips are not chamfered off
so as to increase their radial distance
from the core and their shape ibe
simple, the following construction
may be employed to determine £.
If the circle of the bore be con-

tinued from the pole-tip up to 1 the line of symmetry
(Fig. 4), and any point A be taken on it, let 7 be the angle
in radians enclosed between the pole-edge B C and the
chord from the pole-tip to the point A. Then the length

1 The above convenient approximation is due to J. Fischer-Hinnen
[Elektrotechnischc Zcitschrift, 1893, vol. xiv., pp. 53—57), and is probably very
fairly accurate near the line of symmetry, but, as will be seen later, requires
modification near the pole-tips.

3 Cf. Emil Dick in Elektrotechnischc Zcitschrift, 1898, vol. xix., pp. 802-806.

FIG. 3.
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of the curved portion of the path is 7 times the chord C A.
For different points y evidently alters slightly, and £ is
therefore not strictly constant; but if the point A' midway
between V S and C be taken as in Fig. 4, the value for !•
derived from the angle 7 so obtained may with reasonable
accuracy be assumed to hold for all other points, and may
therefore be used, as a constant multiplier. The arc C A

r + Ibeing equal to the arc (c — x) raised in the proportion £

where r is the radius of the armature, and 7 in a two-pole
dynamo with pole-tips as shown being approximately 1200,
the chord C A' works out to about 1*05 times the arc (c — x)
which is measured on the armature core, whence the curved

portion of the path = 7 x

= nearly 2*2.

1-05 (c — x), or £ = - 77 x 1*05

A numerical illustration will render the above clearer.
Thus in an armature of 14" = 35*6 cm. diameter, ls Was
1*42 cm. and £ = 2*1 as estimated from the drawing. The
angle subtended by the pole-face was 1400, whence the
distance on the core from a radius intercepting the pole-tip

to the line of symmetry was 35*6 cm. x i r x -?— = 6*2 cm.

At the pole-edge, x = c = 6"2 and £ (c — x) + lg= lg = 1*42,.
while on the line of symmetry x = 0 and £ (c — x) + lg =
2-i (6'2) + 1*42 = 14*42; hence for every degree of advance

away from the line of symmetry, — = '65 cm. must be
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deducted from the length 14*42. We thus obtain columns
I. and II. of the following table :—

TABLE I.

I.
Angle from line of

symmetry = a.

O°

2°

• 4°

6°
Qo0

10°

12°

I 4 °

16°

18°

2O°

22°

24°

26°

28°

30°

II.
21 (c-.v) + l^

.14-42

I3-I2

11-82

IO-52

O/22

7-92

6-62

5"32
4"l)2

2-72

1-42

III.
Corrected.

14-42

13

" ' 5
IO

8-6

7-17

5-8
4-2
*•*

0
2-4

1'95
1 7

1-44

1'43
1-42

On plotting columns I. and II., as in the dotted upper
curve of Fig. 5, it is evident that the change as we pass
from outside to inside the pole-face is too abrupt (since the
curve consists of two straight lines meeting at an angle),
and must in fact be more gradual. As has already been
stated, the length of path of the lines towards the pole-
corner is not absolutely radial, and only becomes so some
io° within the pole-face, i.e. about 7^ per cent, of the polar
arc. Further, the curved portion of the path in reality
becomes straighter as we approach the pole-tip, so that
£ (c — x) should decrease more rapidly. It is therefore
convenient to adopt some such conventional rule as the
following : instead of making £ (c — x) + lg decrease to lg at
the pole-edge, let the maximum value be diminished to
zero at the pole-edge, and let the angle of intersection be
rounded off between the limits of, say, 300 and 150. This
construction makes allowance for the decreasing value
which £ should have as the pole-tip is approached.
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The full-line curve of Fig. 5 is thus obtained, from
which the corrected values for th'e length of path given in
the third column of Table I. are derived. As a matter of
fact for the purpose of considering the reversing field, it
is not so important to determine the field close up to the
pole-tips, as the brushes are seldom advanced so far even at
full load.

Next must be considered the difference of magnetic
potential acting along the above paths. Let B^ = the
normal induction over the polar arc
(except at the extreme edges) at full
load, so that BA, x 2 lg = 1*257 X ,̂
where X<£, = the ampere-turns required
by the double air-gap. Let la = the
distance in cm. from the radius inter-
cepting a N. pole-tip to the radius
intercepting an adjacent S. pole-tip
measured along . the outside of the
armature core {i.e. 2c.in Fig. 1). Over
this length the armature induction
(neglecting the lines of the pole-fringe)
may be considered to have a uniform
value Ba; then / ( B a ) la = 1*257.Xfl,
where Xo = the ampere-turns required
to overcome the armature reluctance.
In a preliminary calculation a certain
value of the angle of lead is assumed,
giving a certain number of back
ampere-turns, X&. The exciting power
required between the poles is then X^ = X^ + Xo + Xb.
At the pole-tip the difference of magnetic potential between
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pole-tip and core is in C.G.S. units 1*257 X *ne n n e°f
symmetry is approached, this difference of potential in-
creases until at the line of symmetry it has the value of'
1 257—t. Between the limits of pole-tip and line of

2

symmetry, the fall of potential due to the armature re-

luctance may be taken as uniform, or = —±L—- per degree
of arc, where 6 is half the interpolar angle (Fig. 1). Similarly
the fall of potential due to the back ampere-turns is
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5 7 — - per degree of arc, where X is the angle of lead.
2 A

Thus the difference of potential between the pole-tip and
any point A distant from the line of symmetry by an angle

a° is F257 ( — + X a i V " ^) UP t 0 t h e anSle °f

between this and the line of symmetry is

r i S 7 Q +
 x - ( 0 - • ) +

 X- <2
X - « > ) . . . ( i )

If a number of values for x and a° be taken, the induc-
tions that would be due to the above difference of potential
acting over the paths of corresponding length as given by
column III. can now be worked out.1 The values decrease

from B, under the pole to BJ," = I ' ^ 5 7 X,\ at the line of
S 2 (& + lg)

symmetry. This induction BJ may be regarded as the
density of the lines that would enter the core on the line
of symmetry due to one magnet coil; it is at the same
time the density of the lines that would leave the armature
core due to the other magnet coil; the two inductions
neutralise each other and the resultant is zero as required.
The effect of the second magnet coil between the line of
symmetry and the pole-tip furthest away from it still has
to be considered ; it is measured by an amount decreasing
from B'g to o under the opposite pole, and as B^' is not
itself large, it may be taken as decreasing uniformly per
degree of interpolar arc,2 and the value thus given for each
degree must be subtracted from the inductions due to the
first magnet coil.

In the same armature as before, the angle of lead we
assume to be X = io° with 232 conductors and a total
armature current of 160 amperes. The commutator has
116 sectors, and each section of the armature thus consists
of one loop of two bars. The time of short-circuit corre-
sponds to an angle of 5*2° ; i.e., if the angle of lead be

1 It may appear an unnecessary refinement to take into account Xa and
X* as in the above approximation, but unless some such allowance is made
for them the process cannot be satisfactorily carried out for the entire
periphery of the armature.

- This method must necessarily be only approximately true, but is pro-
bably sufficiently accurate. Mr. J. Fischer Hinnen's method (" Continuous-
current Dynamos," p. 217) is open to the objection that it does not make the
induction assume its normal value near the pole-tip.
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reckoned from the line of symmetry up to the centre of
the brush, short-circuit begins at 7-4° and ends at 12-6°.
The width of one loop corresponds to an angle of
^60°
^ — = 1-55°. There is, therefore, at the beginning of
short-circuit a band of pure back ampere-turns1 covering
(7*4 — 1*55) x 2 = 1170, and at the end of short-circuit
(12-6 — 1-55) x 2 = 22*i°. There is also the unbalanced
pair of loops corresponding in position to the short-circuited
loops, but near the trailing pole-tip. These are at the
beginning of short-circuit partly back and partly cross
ampere-turns, so that there will be little error in assigning
one loop to the back ampere-tunis and one loop to the
cross ampere-turns, while at the end of short-circuit, since
they are nearer to the pole-tip, they may both be regarded
as cross ampere-turns. Hence at the beginning of short-
circuit the band of back ampere-turns has a width of
117 + i"55 = i3'25°, and at the end of short-circuit a width
of 22"i°, and since their variation produces but little effect

I^*2C *̂ - 22*1
on the total field, their average width of —— , = say
17°, may be taken. Correspondingly the band of cross
ampere-turns at the beginning of short-circuit has a width
of 162*1° plus one loop (= 1*55°), or a total of 163*65°, and
at the end of short-circuit a width of 151*7° plus the width
of two loops (= 3'i°), or a total of 154-8°: their average

. , , , . ,, , i6r6^ + 1^48 ,
width is therefore —-— ^—f = say 160°.

The ampere-turns or magneto-motive force between
either pole and the line of symmetry can now be calculated
in the usual manner.

i"257-J= B ^ x k = 5,040 x 1-42=7,150

I<257 ~^== 4°° or 20 per degree of interpolar arc

X* 232 170 160 . , ,
1'2577-=1 "257 X ~Y X ̂ 6o"o X — = 550 or 55 per degree of lead

~ 8,100

1 See "Armature Reaction and the Theory of Sparking," Electrician.,
May 21, 1897. For a predetermination of the reversing field in which the
short-circuited coils must be regarded as eliminated, the following calculation
in detail is necessary ; but if it is merely required to determine the number of
lines in the fringe, X* can be simply calculated from the angle of lead.
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Thus for each degree within the angle of lead 20 + 55 =
75 units of magnetic difference of potential, and for each
degree without the angle of lead 20 units have to be de-
ducted from the maximum difference of potential between

pole-tip and line of symmetry, i.e. from I i

TABLE II.

Angle from
Line of

Symmetry.
= «.

0°

2°

4°
6°

8°

IO°

12°

14°

16°

18°

2 0 °

22°

2 4 "

26°

28°

30°

Length of
Path in

cm.

14-42

13

n-5
10

8-6

7-17

5-8
4-2

3
2-4

i-95
17

1 5

1 "44

1-43

1-42

Diff. of
Poten-

tial.

8,100

7,950
7,800

7,650

7,500

7,350
7,310

7,270

7,230

7,190

7,150

7,150
7,I5O

7,150

7,150

7,150

Col. 3.
Col. 2.

56b

6 l l

678

765
872

1,025

I,26o

1,730
2,410

2,990

3,660

4,200

4,760

4,955
5,ooo

5,040

Deduct

560

504
448

392

336
2 8 0

2 2 4

168

112

56
0

Symm.
Induc-
tion.

0

107

2 3 0

373

536

745
1,036

1,562

2,298

2,934
3,66o

4,200

4,760

4,955
5,000

5,040

Cross
M.M.F.

5,180

5,180

5,l8o

5,180

5,180

5,180

5,O5O

4,920

4,79°
4,660

4,530
4,400
4,270

4,140

4,010

3,88o

Cross
Induc-
tion.

359

398

45o

5i8

602

722

870

1,170

i,596

i,94O
2,320

2,590
2,850

2,870

2,8.10

2,730

Leading
Induction.

— 359
— 291

— 220

— 145
— 66

+ 23

4- 166

+ 392
4- 702

+ 994

+ i,34O
4- 1,610

+ 1,910
+ 2,085

4- 2,190

+ 2,310

Trailing
Induc-
tion.

359

505
680

891

1,138
1,467

1,906

2,732

3,894

4,874
5,98o

6,790
7,610

7,825

7,810

7,770

When column 6 of symmetrical induction is plotted
(thin-line curve, Fig. 6) the interpolar induction is seen to
be a concave curve, rising from zero on the line of symmetry
and rounding off into the horizontal line of uniform density
under the poles.

The cross field due to the cross ampere-turns of the
armature next has to be superposed upon the weakened
symmetrical field. The paths of the cross field will be
approximately the same over the air-gaps as those of the
symmetrical field, and will therefore have the same values as
in the third column of Table I. Up to a = A = io°, the
full number of cross ampere-turns are acting, so that the
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magneto-motive force acting on a single air-gap is

1-257 x ^ ? x _̂£!f. x i-2. = 5180. After passing the angle

of lead, the number of cross turns must be reduced down
to zero on the diameter at right angles to the line of sym-

metry ; hence for every two degrees I_ x 2 = 130 C.G.S.

units (column 7 in Table II.) must be deducted. The
curve of cross-induction which results from the above
(column 8 in Table II. and dotted curve of Fig. 6) rises
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FIG. 6.

gradually as an inclined straight line from zero at a point
midway under a pole up to a maximum just short of the
pole-tip, and then descends in a concave curve to a second
minimum value on the line of symmetry. The curve of
resultant field obtained by adding together algebraically
the ordinates of the symmetrical and cross field (columns
9 and 10 and thick-line curve of Fig. 6) shows the displace-
ment of the neutral line (in our case 9J0 forwards); the
interpolar field falls very rapidly from its high value, B£
near the trailing pole-tip, then passes more gradually
through zero, and finally rises in a more or less concave
curve to its value B '̂ under the leading pole-tip.

It may be remarked that with a given magnet excitation
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and brushes fixed on the line of symmetry, there can be
no reduction in the total field or in the induced E.M.F.,
however much current is taken out of. the armature and
however much the field is thereby distorted. This is at
once evident from consideration of the resultant field as
due to the superposition of two fields. If x cross lines
issue from the upper quadrant of the armature core on
one side of the symmetrical line, they must return into
the core by the lower quadrant on the same side of the
symmetrical line : hence the field is as much strengthened
in one half as it is weakened under the other half of the
same pole. This corresponds with experimental results,
yet does not seem to be recognised by many writers. Thus
in Engineering, Sept. ifjth, 1898, two curves obtained by
experiment are given by Messrs. Parshall and Hobart, A for
field excited but with no current in armature, B for full-load
current in armature and brushes on the line of symmetry :
"the distortion is then at a maximum, but there is no de-
magnetisation." Yet the authors continue, " It would
have been expected that the distortional crowding of the
lines would have so increased the maximum density as to
slightly diminish the total flux at the excitation used ; this
excitation being maintained at a constant value throughout
the test. The integration of curves A and B, however, gives
equal areas, consequently there was in this case no diminu-
tion of the total flux"—a result which need cause no
surprise. It is true that a symmetrical distribution of the
field requires the minimum excitation or M.M.F., but when
there is distortion the additional M.M.F. that is required
by the longer and more saturated paths of the lines is
just what is supplied by the cross ampere-turns of the
armature and corresponds to the self-induction of the
armature winding. The only effect of the saturation of
the iron of armature or magnet or of the teeth in a
toothed core is to cause any two corresponding portions
of the cross circuit to have different permeabilities, so
that the M.M.F. of the cross ampere-turns, instead of
being divided equally over the two air-gaps or portions
of the cross circuit, is divided proportionally to their
different reluctances. Thus saturation of any part of
the magnetic circuit simply reduces the distortion, but
never reduces the total flux.
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Next when the brushes are given a forward lead in
the dynamo or a backward trail in a motor, if the effect
of the back ampere-turns be taken into account, as above,
in calculating the symmetrical distribution, there is for the
same reason no possibility of any further reduction, by
the cross ampere-turns, of the total flux of this weakened
symmetrical field, however much the distortion may be.
Of course if the effect of the total armature ampere-turns
on the symmetrical field due to the field-magnet winding
be traced, there is both a diminution of the total flux and
a distortion of it. In dealing with armature reaction it
is therefore important to clearly state whether the effect
of the cross ampere-turns on the weakened symmetrical
field is alone being traced, or the total effect of the
armature on the field of the magnet-winding.

In Professor Carus-Wilson's " Direct -Current Motor,"
pp. 269-276, three sets of curves are given for a railway
motor at half load, full load, and a 50 per cent, overload, the
brushes remaining fixed nominally at the no-load position.
The first two show practically no reduction of area due
to armature reaction ; the third shows a considerable
reduction, yet if the brushes were originally fixed on the
neutral points of a symmetrical field, there should be no
reduction. The explanation is probably to be found partly
in the increasing internal leakage of the ring armature, and
partly in the unsymmetrical character of the four-pole
field, two of the poles being salient and carrying exciting
coils, while the remaining consequent poles are unwound.
The two brushes were not exactly 900 apart, but even so
were not both on a neutral point at no load. There is in
fact no true line of symmetry in the machine, and the
armature ampere-turns were not therefore throughout the
experiments pure cross turns, but also possessed a de-
magnetising component. This is indeed shown by the
curves of armature field alone ; in these even for the
lowest value of the current, when any saturation effect
must be inappreciable, the negative areas are larger than
the positive areas, although they should be of the same
size if simply due to cross ampere-turns.
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II.

The results obtained by the above method of calculating
the flux-density at different points round the armature have
a further application when it is required to determine the
total number of lines which form the fringe surrounding
the polar faces and add to the voltage of the machine since
they are cut by the armature conductors. An approxima-
tion which has been commonly used expresses the fringe
permeance as that of an equivalent strip of air of uniform
width surrounding the pole-face, the length of path through
it being the same as the normal lg, so that when acted on
by the difference of magnetic potential Xg, the normal
induction B^ holds over its full extent. It is, however,
advisable to divide the fringe into two portions, (A) the
interpolar fringe along the edges of the pole-pieces parallel
with the axis of rotation in the ordinary ring or drum
dynamo, and (B) the end-fringe from the flanks of the
poles into the ends of the armature core.

The interpolar fringe may be calculated by integrating
the induction between the pole-pieces as above determined.

The end-fringe may similarly
be estimated by assuming the
path of the lines into the
ends of the core to consist of
a straight portion lg and a
portion of a circle struck
from the pole-edge as centre
(Fig. 7),any lines which spread

beyond the edges of the core being neglected. Let a =
the distance in cm. by which the core projects at each end
beyond the pole, and let b = the length in cm, of the polar
arc reckoned on the mean periphery between armature core
and pole-face. Then the permeance at each end is

dx
lg

where £ is again a constant multiplier dependent on the
angle which the edge of the pole makes with the surface
of the armature core.

I
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The integration of the two divisions of the fringe1

shows that for dynamos of similar type the interpolar

fringe is affected by the ratio —, and the end-fringe by the

ratio y. The values of these ratios do not vary much with

the size of the dynamo, and average values may be taken
which hold within wide limits. Thus for the smooth-core

armature, 7- is very generally = 1, and 7- = 4; the effective

air-gap area can then be expressed as

(L + 1-2/,) (6 + 176 lg) (2)

where L = the length of pole-face parallel to the axis of
rotation, and b = the breadth of the polar arc. Such
an approximate formula has the advantage of indicating
the relative importance of the two dimensions L and br

and may be compared with the expression used by
Dr. Hopkinson in his first paper on " Dynamo-Electric
Machinery," viz. : (L + r 6 y (6 + r 6 lg) ; the latter
giving L6 4- r6blg 4- r6Llg + 2-55//, and the former
L b + i*2 big + 176 L lg + 2*II lg2. The divergence or
equality of the two expressions will depend on the pro-
portions of the polar length and arc.

On passing from smooth-core armatures with long air-
a c

gaps to short air-space dynamos, the ratios -j and 7- are
usually considerably increased, and it is shown in the
Appendix that the shortening of the air-gap without further
alteration except a proportionate reduction of X^ tends to
decrease the fringe lines expressed as a percentage of the
useful flux under the poles. The change from a long to a
short air-space is, however, usually accompanied by the con-
version of the smooth core into a toothed core with open
slots, and under these circumstances X^ is not reduced in
the same proportion as L, the amount of divergence being
dependent on the ratios of the widths of slot and tooth to
the air-gap. The induction under the poles in toothed
armatures deserves special consideration. If the whole of

1 For the steps in the mathematical proof the reader is referred to
Appendix.
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the area of the air under the pole be reckoned as in a
smooth-core armature, and this be divided by the normal
length of the air-gap, it is evident that too high a value
for the permeance is obtained; for the entire area of the
air-gap is thereby assumed to be uniformly filled with the
same density of field, whereas the lines from the sides of
the teeth follow a longer path than those from the tips, and
so are less dense. If, on the other hand, the average area
of teeth and pole-face and the average length of path be
taken on the assumption that all the lines enter into the
faces of the teeth, too small a value for the permeance is
obtained, since a large portion of the air-space may not be
utilised. The following approximation has been found by

PoLe- piece

FIG. 8.

the writers to yield results which agree well with experi-
ment, and is suggested as a basis for calculating the
permeance of the air-gap in toothed armatures. Let the
lines be assumed to pass in straight paths from the pole-
face to the face of the teeth, and in straight lines joined by
arcs of circles to the sides of the teeth within the slot
(Fig. 8). The permeance corresponding to a narrow

L d x
strip at the side of a tooth is then •-,——y- ; and the total

r L + t,x'
permeance of the space between the side of a tooth and
the centre line of the slot is

If the side of the opening into the slot be perpendicular
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to the face of the tooth, £ = —, and the permeance of one

side of a tooth

_ 2 x 2 - 3 L l o g 7 r / c 3 + 4 / , .
7T 4/y

The total permeance of the air-gap under the pole is there-
fore

P = L J i i + 2 J log (v % + 41*) I x No. of slots under the pole.
I'/f "" ^ 4*ff /)

while the permeance of a smooth-core armature with the
same dimensions would be

Lb_Jfk2 + k3\y b
^ ^ 2 k3

A tablex can then be constructed for the values of m, or
the ratio

:^+ 2.93 io g(i + 785 kf\

these values being the factors by which the air-gap perme-
ance under the pole-face as calculated for a smooth-core
armature must be divided to obtain the corresponding
permeance for a slotted armature ; or vice versa, m is the
factor by which the X5, as calculated for a smooth core,
must be multiplied to obtain the X for the toothed arma-
ture.

Finally it remains to ask how far a formula for the
useful fringe which is based on a smooth armature will
hold good for a toothed core. An inspection of Table IV.
shows that k2 and k3 remaining constant, the longer lg be-
comes, i.e. the less the ratios ¥. and -p are, the more nearly

does the air-gap permeance of the slotted armature ap-
proximate to that of the smooth core. In other words, the
longer the path of the lines through the air into the teeth,

1 See Appendix, Table IV.
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the less is the effect of the broken surface of the armature.
Moreover, Xa and Xb bear a larger proportion to Xg in the
toothed armature, and the increase in the fringe lines which
would result therefrom may be taken as balancing the de-
crease which there would be close up to the pole-edges
owing to the presence of the slots. The number of fringe
lines may therefore be taken as the same in smooth-core
and in slotted armatures for the same value of X .̂ The
problem that is presented to the dynamo designer is, how-
ever, to calculate the value of X^ for a given total number
of lines Zg in the air-gap both under and outside the pole-
face. In order then to be able to divide the total permeance
by m as given in Table IV., we must first multiply /' and b',
or the constants Ki and K2 of Tables II. and III.1 by in ;
for

— (L + 2 I'm) (b + 2b'm)=~+ 2 I' b + 2 Lbf + 4/' b' in.

This operation produces the required effect except in
regard to the corner fringe lines, but as these form but a
small proportion of the whole, the error thereby introduced
may be neglected. The total air-gap permeance of a
toothed armature may then be conveniently expressed as

(L + m Kz lg) (b + m K2 lg)

while the average induction under the pole-face or the
quotient of the total useful flux divided by the effective
area of the air-gap is the same both in the smooth and
slotted armature, viz.,

D8 ~ (L + Kjlg) (b + K2.lg)

APPENDIX.

A.—INTERPOLAR FRINGE.

By equation (i) the difference of magnetic potential between the
pole-tip and any point A distant from the line of symmetry x cm.
(Fig. 9) is

1-257 (3f
O / \ 22 ^ 2C T

1 See Appendix.
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where d is the distance measured on the periphery of the core cor-
responding to the angle of lead, and the last term is no longer to be
reckoned when x = d. The length of path of the lines is £(c — x) -f lg,
the slight inaccuracy in this assumption which has been pointed out
being negligible in its effect on the total. Hence the lines of the
fringe along the pole-edge of length L and entering any small strip of
width d x parallel to the pole-edge and passing through A are

id
.Ldx

c-x L d

the latter term being approximately the deduction which must be

FIG. 9.

made to allow for the influence of the opposite pole. This negative
term may be summed up at once as

_ _ 1-257 X,.cL

The other items may best be summed up separately ; thus

0

1-257 X^.L f

c

1-257 X. .L f
2C J

1-257 X^.L 2.3 j Zc+ls

2 I ' 5 le

(c — x)dx _ 1-257XgL i
c + lJ — Zx 2c ' %

and

1-257X4. L f (d — x)dx
J2(1

_ 1-257X,.

Moglf+i)
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Thus the total number of lines in the two interpolar fringes is

«rf( g *Z(d)+lJ 2(Sc +

B.—THE END FRINGE.

The permeance at each end of the armature is

a

and this is acted on by x 25?—? throughout. The angle which the

edge of the pole makes with the surface of the armature is usually 900

as shown in Fig. 7, whence g = -, and the permeance of both ends
2

combined is

= 2.93 b. log (1 + i'S7r-)-

Thus the total number of lines in both the side and end fringes of a
pole are

-257 [x ,{ 2|S log (1 + .'57£) x 6 + £3 log (. + !*) x L

X L

(4)

If /j. and X .̂ are reduced in the same proportion, i.e. if the dynamo
be converted from a long-air-space to a short-air-space machine with-
out further alteration, the end permeance and the first item of the
interpolar fringe are by no means increased in proportion, so that the
percentage of useful lines outside the bored face of the pole decreases.
On the other hand, Xa and X* remain the same, and lg in the minus
quantity of the third or Xa item is decreased more than the logarithms
are increased, so that the third item increases. So, too, the last minus
item is considerably decreased. Hence on the whole there is a
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decrease in the percentage of useful lines due to the fringe, but this
effect is not so marked as might at first sight be supposed.

Since for approximate purposes we may neglect Xa and Xb in
comparison with Xg. in dynamos with smooth core and long-air-space,
in which case X, becomes equal to Xj, the complete expression for the
total number of useful lines entering the armature core both under-
neath the polar face and outside of it may be put in the simpler form

f
29310§ 't)b

n within the brackets [ ] gives the total permeance of
ined and may also be written

The expression within the brackets [ ] gives the total
one air-gap as so far determined, and may also be written

j L. b + 2-93 log 1*57 j

In Fig. io let the central rectangle A have sides of length L and b

B

-V-
B

FIG. IO.

respectively. Its area will then represent the first term within the
bracket. Produce the " L " sides of A in both directions for a
distance

so as to form the two rectangles B, B. This distance /' is then the
effective width of the end fringe if the lines be supposed to have a
path uniformly of the normal length L; and the area of the two
rectangles together

= 293 log ( i + i"57-jr) b • h>

which is the second term of the bracket. Similarly by making
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the area of the two rectangles C, C together equal to the third term
is obtained, b' being the effective width of the interpolar fringe.

The figure thus obtained is a complete rectangle less the four
corners shown shaded. These corners with a very near degree of

approximation represent y X the permeance of the corner fringes,
g

which have hitherto not been taken into consideration. The area of
the complete rectangle thus gives the total air-gap permeance divided

-93 log f log ( i+^

(6)

and Bj. or the quotient of the total useful flux divided by the effective
area of the gap is

(L + K, le) (b + K2 lg)'
a c

The following tables of Kx and K, for varying values of y and y are
then convenient for quickly calculating the effective widths of the
fringes.

TABLE II.

a

¥

1 0 0

1-25

i-5

175

2 00

/ a \Values of Kj = 2-93 log 11 + 1-57 j ^ \

V2

1-38

I'54

1-68

i Sr
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TABLE III.

457

c

k

4

5-

6

7

8

Values of K2 = ^~ log (i + ~\ -

? = r 6

1-96

2-I9

2-38

2-56

270

r 8

i-85

2-06

2-23

2-39

2-52

2

176

i-95

2-IO

2-25

2'37

x 2

1-67

1-84

1-99

2 1 2

2-24

c

Ic + k

i'59

175

189

201

2-12

2 6

I-52"

167 .

r8o

191

201

For smooth-core armatures the average values are y = 1, £ = 2,

and 7- = 4, whence the virtual air-gap area is

(L + n l , ) (6 + 176/,) (2)

TABLE IV.

Values of •/;/.

t
•5

75

roo

1-25

i-5

175

2 ' 0

• ' 5

I'09

1 1 5

I'2I

T 2 8

1'34

I-41

1-47

7 5

1'07

I'I2

r i 8

1-24

1 2 9

i-35

1-41.

•
10

1 06

I I O

1 1 5

I'2I

I'26

I-3I

r 3 6

1-25

1 0 5

I 09

1 1 3

1-18

1-23

1-28

i"33

1'04

i-o8

1-12

1 1 6

I '21

1-25

•1-30

175

1 04

1 0 7

i'ii

r i 5

r i g

1-23

1-27

2 0

1 0 3

I 06

I I O

1 1 3

1 1 7

1 2 1

1-25

Owing to the necessity of avoiding eddy-currents in the pole-pieces

the maximum value of -^ should not exceed 2, and the minimum value

to avoid too much inductance will not be less than say '5.
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